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Introduction. This paper contains the first unified treatment of the dual theory

of differentiability of the norm functional in a real normed linear space. With

this, the work of Smulian [2; 3] is extended and it is shown how uniform convexity

is to be modified so as to obtain geometric properties dual to the various types of

differentiability of the norm thus answering a question implicit in the work of

Lovaglia [1] and Anderson [1]. The resulting dual theory of differentiability is

then used to obtain a connection between the differentiability of certain infinite

dimensional manifolds imbedded in an infinite dimensional real normed linear

space and the continuity properties of the Gaussian spherical image map gener-

alized to such infinite dimensional spaces. In this way a problem proposed by

Klee [2, p. 35] is solved.

The principal tools employed are (a) Mazur's characterization [1] of a supporting

hyperplane of the unit ball as an inverse image of the derivative of the norm

functional; (b) a modification of an integral calculus technique given in Kra-

snosel'skn and Rutickn[l,p. 187]; and (c) James' criterion for the reflexivity of

a Banach space, viz., that every continuous linear functional attains its supremum

on the unit ball. James [1] has given a proof of this criterion for separable Banach

spaces and in James [2] has removed the condition that the Banach space be

separable.

The paper is divided into five sections. §1 contains the localization and di-

rectionalization of uniform convexity of Clarkson [1] and of full fc-convexity of

Fan and Glicksberg [1]. §2, while containing interesting facts in its own right,

is motivational in nature for §3. §3 contains in the dual theory of differentiability

of the norm one of the two main conclusions of the paper. The other main con-

clusion contained in §4 is the analysis of the differentiability of norm functionals

using the generalized Gaussian spherical image map. The last section, §5, examines

and compares the present results in the context of the geometry of Banach spaces

as created and perfected by other workers in the field.
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1. Definitions and notation. The definitions and notation used throughout

the paper are collected in this section for easy reference. A good basic reference

for the terminology and problems discussed in this paper is the tract Day [3],

especially §2 of Chapter VII. An historical survey of the geometry of Banach

spaces with a more complete bibliography is given in Cudia [1].

All of what follows takes place in a real normed linear space denoted by X or

in the dual or conjugate space X* of continuous linear functions on X.

1.1. Definition. A convex body in X is abounded, closed, convex set which

has a nonempty interior, and a symmetric convex body is a convex body symmetric

about the identity of addition 0 of the linear space.

The obvious symmetric convex body U = {x : |x|| = 1, xeX} is called the

unit ball of X and its boundary S = {x : | x || = 1, x e X} is the unit sphere of X.

In the dual space X*, U' = {f: \\f\\ ̂  1,/eX*} is the unit ball of X* and

S' = {/ : ||/|| = 1,/eX*} is the unit sphere of X*. The conjugate norm in X*

will be denoted by || • || * when it is to be emphasized that the domain of this

functional is X*, otherwise the asterisk will be omitted. The unit ball and unit

sphere of X** are defined analogously as above and are denoted by U" and S",

respectively. The canonical imbedding of X into X** or of X* into X*** will be

denoted by Q and Qt, respectively.

1.2. Definition. A convex hy persurf ace is an open connected subset of the

boundary of a convex body with the relativized topology on the boundary of the

convex body.

The boundary S of 1/ is a convex hypersurface in X.

The localization and directionalization of uniform convexity is the subject of

the next few definitions.

1.3. Definition. Let M and N be nonempty subsets of X*. S is said to be

weakly uniformly rotund at f in the direction g iff for any £ > 0 there is a

<5(e>/>g)>0 such that with x and y in S, |g(x-y)|^ £ implies

||/1| — l/2|/(x + y)\ ^ 5(e,f,g). S is said to be weakly uniformly rotund at M

in the directions N iff S is weakly uniformly rotund at / in the direction g for any/

in M and g in N. S is said to be weakly uniformly rotund uniformly at M in

the directions N iff for any e > 0 and geN, there is a ö(£,g) > 0 such that,

with x and y in S, |g(x - y)\ 2: £ implies ||/|| - l/2|/(x + y)\ ^ à(s,g) for

every feM. S is said to be weakly uniformly rotund at M uniformly in the

directions N iff for any £ > 0 and feM there is ô(e ,/) > 0 such that with x

andyinS,ifthereisgeiV such that |g(x-y)|^ £ then ||/|| - l/2|/(x + y)\

^ ô(e J). S is said to be weakly uniformly rotund uniformly at M uniformly

in the directions N iff for any e > 0 there is ô(e ) >0 such that with x and y in S,

if there is geN such that \g(x-y)\^ s then |/|| - 1/2\f(x + y)\^ ô(s)

for every feM.

1.4. Definition. If/ is a nonzero element in X*, then S is said to be weakly

uniformly rotund at f in each direction provided S is weakly uniformly rotund
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at {/} in the directions X*. If g is in X*, then S is said to be weakly uniformly

rotund in the direction g provided S is weakly uniformly rotund at X* ~ {0}

in the direction {g}. S is said to be weakly uniformly rotund in each direction

(WURD) iff S is weakly uniformly rotund at X* ~ {0} in the directions X*.

The next definition directionalizes uniform convexity.

1.5. Definition. Let TV be a nonempty subset of X*. S is said to be uniformly

rotund in the directions N iff S is weakly uniformly rotund uniformly at S' in the

directions N. S is said to be uniformly rotund in each direction (URD) iff S is

uniformly rotund in the directions X*.

The next definition localizes uniform convexity.

1.6. Definition. Let M be a nonempty subset of X* ~ {9}. Then S is said to be

weakly uniformly rotund at M iff S is weakly uniformly rotund at M uniformly

in the directions S'. S is said to be weakly uniformly rotund (WUR) iff S is weakly

uniformly rotund at X* ~ {0}.

1.7. Definition. S is said to be uniformly rotund (UR) iff S is weakly uniformly

rotund uniformly at S' uniformly in the directions S'.

1.8. Definition. If the x and y in Definitions 1.3-1.7 are merely required to be

in U and the implication is satisfied then the word convex will be substituted for

the word rotund and 17 will be said to have the new property. Thus, for example, U

is said to be weakly uniformly convex at f in the direction g iff for any e > 0

there is ¿(e,/,g)>0 such that with x and y in U, |g(x - y)\ = e implies

||/||-l/2|/(x + y)|^¿(8,/,g).
It is clear how the other properties can be similarly altered.

The following two different types of localizations of uniform convexity have

been discussed by Lovaglia [1] and by Anderson [1], respectively.

1.9. Definition. S is said to be locally uniformly rotund iff to any x0 e S and

e>0 there corresponds <5(e,x0)>0 such that with yeS, ||y —x0||=e

implies 1 - 1/2 ||x0+ y || = <5(e ,x0). If the implication is true when y is merely

required to be in U, then U is said to be locally uniformly convex.

1.10. Definition. S is said to be midpoint locally uniformly rotund iff for any

x0 e S and e > 0 there is <5(e, x0) > 0 such that with x and y in S, || x — y || = e

implies

x + y il      -.      v
|x0-2—I = S(e>xo)-

If the implication is valid when x and y are merely restricted to lie in U, then U

is said to be midpoint locally uniformly convex.

The next definition contains the localization and directionalization of the

property called 2-rotundity in Day [3, p. 113] which was first isolated and

investigated by Smulian [1]. Here, however, following Fan and Glicksberg [1],

fe-rotundity where fe is any integer greater than one will be considered.
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1.11. Definition. Let {x„} be a sequence on S. S is said to be weakly k-rotund

in each direction (WfcRD) iff when there is a nonzero/eX* with the property

that

lim
«1 . ...,«k-* OO

/ (a*)
then for each g eX"

lim |g(xm-xn)| = 0.
m,n-+co

S is said to be weakly k-rotund (W/cR) iff when there isfeX* ~ {9} such that

lim
ni, ...,n(<-»x (4,?,*.) I-

then

lim  || xm - x„ I = 0.
m,n-*tx>

S is said to be k-rotund in each direction (feRD) iff

1   *
lim       L- E xj  = 1

m  ... ,nk-»oo II K i = l      II

implies that for each geX*

lira    |g(xm-x„)|=0.
m, n-*oo

S is said to be k-rotund (kR) iff

1    *
lim     JT E x„,

m.nic-»oo«|| ,t    i = l

= 1

implies that

lim   || xm - x„ || = 0.

As in the previous definitions of this section if {x„} is merely required to be in U

and the defining implication is still valid, then the word convex is substituted for

the word rotund and U is said to be weakly k-convex in each direction, or weakly

k-convex, or k-convex in each direction, or k-convex, whichever the case may be.

It is clear from the pattern established in Definition 1.11 how fc-rotundity can be

modified to give properties analogous to the properties given in Definitions

1.3-1.6. However, since only the properties already given in Definitionil.il will

be discussed in this paper these further variations of fc-rotundity will not be listed.

The following is a well-known property of the unit sphere in a Hilbert space.
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1.12. Definition. S will be said to have property (A) provided that when

{x„} is a sequence on S which converges weakly to an element x0 on S, the sequence

also converges in the norm topology to x0.

In the proofs of some of the equivalences in this paper the terms "forward

implication" and "reverse implication" are used. The former refers to the "only

if" part of the statement of the equivalence while the latter refers to the "if"

part of the statement of the equivalence.

2. Generalized rotundity and smoothness. In this section the duality between

smoothness and rotundity will be examined and it will be shown how a notion

due to Klee [3] of generalized rotundity of convex sets in Hausdorff linear spaces

gives rise to a better understanding of the nature of this duality. Then a slight

modification of this notion will be introduced and examined giving in turn more

information on duality and the geometry of quotient spaces of the dual space.

Let £ be a Hausdorff linear space, K a convex set in E, and F a subset of linear

functionals (not necessarily continuous) on E. According to Klee [3], a point p

of K is said to be an F-support point of K if there is an F-hyperplane

H = {x :/(x) = r} for a nonzero/ in F and a real number r with the property

that p is on H, K is not completely contained in H, and K lies on one side of if, i. e.,

either/(fc) S r for all keK or f(k) ^ r for all keK. The F-support point p is

said to be an F-rotund point provided all the F-hyperplanes supporting K at p

intersect K only at p and K is defined to be F-rotund if every F-support point

is an F-rotund point. Klee [3] also generalizes smoothness by defining an F-support

point p of K to be an F-smooth point provided all the F-hyperplanes which

support K at p have the same intersection with the affine extension of K. K is

said to be F-smooth if every F-support point is an F smooth point. If K has an

interior point and F 2 E* then every F-hyperplane supporting K at a point is a

closed set so the linear functional determining it is continuous and F-rotundity

and F-smoothness coincide with the usual notions of rotundity and smoothness.

When the letter F is omitted it is to be assumed that the usual notions are being

considered.

Assuming that F is a linear subspace of linear functionals on E, F-rotundity

and F-smoothness generalize the usual notions in three ways. The set K may have

no interior points and F may or may not contain £*, and K may have an

interior point and F may be a proper subspace of E*. The next theorem considers

this first type of generalization.

2.1. Theorem. Let X be a real linear space and let E be X* with its weak*

topology. Then (i) U is smooth iff U' is E*-rotund, and (ii) U is rotund iff U'

is E*-smooth.

The proof, which depends on the observation that E* is the range of the canoni-

cal map Q defined on X, is easily constructed and so is omitted.
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If F and G are two linear subspaces of possible support functionals and F Ç G

then G-rotundity implies F-rotundity and G-smoothness implies F-smoothness.

If in the situation of Theorem 2.1, F = E* and G = X** then X**-rotundity of 17'

implies E*-rotundity of U' and Z**-smoothness of U' implies F*-smoothness

of U'. However, there are cases in which the X**-rotundity of U' is definitely

stronger than its E*-rotundity and in which Z**-smoothness of U' is definitely

stronger than £*-smoothness of U'. Later in this section these counter-examples

will be presented.

Although this point of view does give a unified treatment of the elementary

duality between smoothness and rotundity, it seems to the author that an even

clearer picture is obtained by viewing the situation in terms of the last type of

generalization of rotundity discussed in the paragraph preceding Theorem 2.1.

Thus in the next theorem the convex set has an interior point and F is contained

in the set of all continuous linear functionals.

2.2. Theorem. Let X be a real normed linear space and let X* be topologized

by the conjugate norm. Then (i) S is smooth iff S' is QiX)-rotund, and (ii) S

is rotund iff S' is Q(X)-smooth.

Proof. Assertion (i) follows from (i) of Theorem 2.1 with the observation that S'

is g(X)-rotund iff U' is £*-rotund. Assertion (ii) follows from (ii) of Theorem 2.1

with the observation that S' is g(X)-smooth iff [/' is E*-smooth.

In order to see the connection between Q(Z)-rotundity and Q(X)-smoofhness

and the geometry of quotient spaces of X* the next lemma is necessary. This

lemma was used in Day [1] and a proof is unnecessary.

2.3. Lemma, (i) S' is rotund [smooth] iff every two dimensional quotient

space of X with a weakly closed zero element has a smooth [rotund] unit sphere.

(ii) S is rotund [smooth] iff every two dimensional quotient space of X* with a

weak* closed zero element has a smooth [rotund] unit sphere.

2.4. Theorem, (i) S' is QiX)-rotund iff every two dimensional quotient space

of X* with a weak* closed zero element has a rotund unit sphere, (ii) S' is QiX)-

smooth iff every two dimensional quotient space of X* with a weak* closed zero

element has a smooth unit sphere.

Proof. The proof is made by using Theorem 2.2 and (ii) of Lemma 2.3.

The counter-examples mentioned earlier can now be examined. In Day [3, p. 114]

a symmetric convex body in l y was described which was strictly convex but whose

two dimensional quotient spaces were not all strictly convex. The polar body in m

according to Lemma 2.3 has all of its two dimensional quotient spaces with a

weak* closed zero element smooth but the polar body itself cannot be smooth

according to Day [2, p. 522]. This polar body in m is therefore, by

Theorem 2.4, ß(X)-smooth but not smooth.
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In Klee [3, p. 62] it is proved that there is a separable space with a smooth

symmetric convex body but not all of whose two dimensional quotient spaces

are smooth. According to Lemma 2.3 then, the polar body has the property that

all of its two dimensional quotient spaces with weak* closed zero element are

strictly convex but the polar body itself is not strictly convex. This polar body in

the dual space is then, according to Theorem 2.4, g(Z)-rotund without being

rotund. These two examples show that there are rotundity and smoothness

conditions which are really weaker than the usual notions in a conjugate space.

These counterexamples will be met again in §5.

In summary then the restriction of possible supporting hyperplanes of U' to

inverse images of linear functionals in Q(X) does give rise to useful and interesting

geometric conditions. It is clear in this interpretation how complete duality between

ordinary rotundity and smoothness is obtained when U is weakly compact, i.e.,

when Q(X) =X**. Nevertheless, in order to obtain necessary and sufficient dual

geometric properties even when the normed space has no weakly compact convex

bodies it will be necessary to restrict the set of possible supporting continuous

linear functionals in the spirit of Theorem 2.2. The task of localizing various

geometric properties demands this point of view and the lack of recognition of

this fact has restricted the usefulness of the dual theory of geometric properties

by giving only necessary but not sufficient (or vice versa) conditions for one

geometric property in one space and its (partial) dual in the other, or by requiring

in the hypotheses of the implications that U be weakly compact. In what follows

however it will be easily seen how the previously known results are duplicated

when the unit ball is weakly compact.

3. Analytical study of smoothness. This section is concerned with the differen-

tiability properties of the norm in a real normed linear space and with extending

and completing the theory of geometric properties dual to various types of dif-

ferentiability of the norm. The section closes with an analysis of the connection

between the present work and that of Smulian [2; 3].

3.1. Definition. Let M and N be arbitrary nonvacuous subsets of X, and

consider the following limit

C „I»+»I-M.

|| • || is differentiable at x with respect to y iff the limit (*) exists. || • || is differen-

tiable in M with respect to N iff || • || is differentiable at x with respect to y for

each x in M and y in N. || ■ || is differentiable [uniformly] in M [uniformly]

with respect to N iff || • || is differentiable in M with respect to N and (*) is ap-

proached [uniformly] as x varies in M [uniformly] as y varies in JV.

3.2. Definition. || • || is Gateaux differentiable at x iff || • || is differentiable

in {x} with respect to S. || • || is Gateaux differentiable in the direction y iff || ■ ||
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is differentiable in S with respect to {y}. || • || is Gateaux differentiable iff || ■ || is

differentiable in S with respect to S. || • || is uniformly Gateaux differentiable in

the direction y iff || • || is differentiable uniformly in S with respect to {y}. || • ||

is uniformly Gateaux differentiable iff || • || is differentiable uniformly in S with

respect to S.

3.3. Definition. || • || is Frechet differentiable at x iff || • || is differentiable in

{x} uniformly with respect to S. || • || is Frechet differentiable iff || • || is differentiable

in S uniformly with respect to S. || ■ || is uniformly Frechet differentiable iff

|| • I is differentiable uniformly in S uniformly with respect to S.

3.4. Definition (Busemann [1, p. 90]). A point x of X is said to be a conical

point of || • || iff || • || is differentiable at x only with respect to the subset {rx : r real}.

It is easily seen that the origin is a conical point of the norm in any normed

linear space and Bonhenblust and Karlin [1] have shown that the identity of

multiplication on the surface of the unit ball of a Banach algebra is always a

conical point of the norm.

The function G+ix,y) defined by

G+ix,y)= iimk±^JbN
«->o+ a

will play a central role in what follows because it always exists and coincides

with the limit (*) of Definition 3.1 when the latter exists. The fact of the exist-

ence of G+(x,y) for any x and y follows from the observation first made by Ascoli

[1, pp. 53-56] in the separable normed space case and by Mazur [1, pp. 75-78]

for an arbitrary normed space, that the function /(a) defined for nonzero real a by

/(a) = if+^l   HI
a

is monotone nondecreasing and is restricted to lie in the closed interval

[~ Il y II ' Il y II ]• Defining G~ix,y) = - G+(x, - y), it is seen that the limit (*)
exists iff G~(x,y) = G+ix,y) and this fact will sometimes be expressed by setting

G{x,y) equal to the common value; thus

Il x + ay || - || x ||
Gix,y)=   hm  "

The next proposition forms the basis for all the duality results of this section.

3.5. Proposition. Let f and g be in X*. (i) Iffor each e >0inereis j;(e,/,g)>0

such that 0<a^i?(e,/,g) implies \\f + ag|| + ||/- ag|| = 2||/|| + ae, then

setting ¿(e,/, g) = £/4n(fi/2,/, g), the following implication is valid: with x and

y in S,

implies | g(x — y) | < s.
■mf\^-)\<H'J.!)
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(ii) If for each e > 0 there is <5(e,/, g) > 0 such that with x and y in S

fm <¿(e,f,g)

implies | g(x — y) | < e , then setting

H*,f,g)
Il SII

, g*0,
*(e,f,g) =

1,       g = e,

the following implication is valid: 0 < a ^ n(E,f,g) implies

\\f+ag\\ + \\f-ag\\ï2\\f\\+aE.

Proof. To prove (i) set ô(e ,/, g) = (fi/4)//(e/2,/, g). Then for any x and y on S

and 0<a^n(E/2,f,g),

Hence

if

\f(x) +f(y) | + a | g(x) - g(y) | ^ 2 ¡/H + ae/2.

\g(x)-g(y)\S 4" +
/mo

/m
ri(e/2,f,g)

<Ô(£,f,g).

< E

To prove (ii) observe first that if g = 6, the implication is obvious. Hence

suppose g ^ 9, in which case t¡(e ,/,g) = \\g\\~x<5(e,/,g). Then for any x and y

in S, either

or

/

In the first case, for 0 < a ^ n(s,f,g),

m
ú-\\g\\l(E,f,g)

1 > - 1 g 1 >/(£,/> g)•

/(^)|-ll/ll} + 2-kw-^)l

^ - a-x|| s 1 «(£,/,£) + ¿Isto-sOOl á - Ikl + 1 g H < e/2.

In the second case,

•m< ¿(e,f,g)
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so that for 0< a ^ t](e,f, g),

""IK^)! " W} + \\tä-*W\ = \\^)-s(y)\< 8/2.

Thusif0<a^f7(£,/,g),

fix) +f(y) + | ag(x) - agiy) | < 21|/| + a e

for any x and y on S. Hence for 0 < a ^ rç(fi ,/,g),

|/+<v| + |/-<v|¿2|/|+«.

3.6. Corollary. Let x and y be elements of X.

(i) If for £ >0 there is t](e,x,y)>0 such that 0 < a ^ r¡(e,x,y) implies

|| x + ay || + || x - ay || ^ 2 || x || + a£, rJien setting <5(e ,x,y)\= (E/4)r¡(e/2,x,y)

the following implication is valid: with f and g in S',

x   - <5(E,x,y)

implies  | Qy(J- g) \ < e •
(ii) ///or eac/i  e > 0 there is ô(E,x,y) > 0 such that withf and g in S',

x   -

implies \Qy(f— g)\ <e, then setting

<ô(s,x,y)

l(e,x,y) =

ö(£,x,y)

1,

,  y*o,

y = 0,

is

the following  implication   is  valid:  0 <a^r¡(e,x,y)  implies

|| x + ay || + || x — ay || ^ 21| x || + a£.

3.7. Theorem. Lei M and N be nonvacuous subsets of X*. Then ||

differentiate [uniformly"] in M with respect to N iff S is weakly uniformly

rotund [uniformly] at M in the directions N.

Proof. Because of the monotone nondecreasing nature of the function

a

defined and continuous for nonzero a, the differentiability condition is equivalent

to the following condition: given any e > 0 there is r\(e ,f,g) > 0[m(e ,g) > 0]

such that 0 < a ^ rj(E,f,g) [0 < a ^ f/(e,g)] implies
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\\f+ag\\ + ¡f-zg\\í2\\f\\+a£

[for all /in M]. By Proposition 3.5 the differentiability condition is equivalent

to the requirement that to each triple [pair] £>0,/ in M, and g in JV[e>0, and g

in JV] there should correspond ô(s,f, g)>0 [<5(s, g) > 0] such that with x and

y in S

(^r)\<ô(e>f>8)> W£'^1/1 -\f I

[for some / in M] implies \g(x - y) | < e. Taking the contrapositive it is seen that

the differentiability condition is equivalent to the requirement that to any triple

[pair] e > 0,/ in M, and g in N[e > 0, and g in N] there is a S(e,f, g)>0 [<5(e,g) > 0]

such that with x and y in S, | g(x — y) | S: e implies

-\f{^~)\^S(E,f,g),     [ô(E,g)]

[for all/in M].

3.8. Corollary. Let M and N be nonvacuous subsets of X. Then \\ -1| is dif-

ferentiable [uniformly] in M with respect to N iff S' is weakly uniformly

rotund [uniformly] at Q(M) in the directions Q(N).

3.9. Corollary, (i) Let x and y be in X with x a point on S. Tnen;|| • || is

differentiable at x with respect to y iff S' is weakly uniformly rotund at Qx in

the direction Qy. (ii) Let fand g be in X* withf on S'. Then || • ||* is differentiable

at f with respect to g iff S is weakly uniformly rotund atf in the direction g.

3.10. Corollary, (i) Let xbe a point on S. Then ||-|| is Gateaux differentiable

at x iffS' is weakly uniformly rotund at Qx in the directions Q(S). (ii) Letf be

a point on S'. Then || • | * is Gateaux differentiable atf iff S is weakly uniformly

rotund at f in each direction.

3.11. Corollary, (i) Let y be any elementother than the neutral element inX.

Then \\ • || is Gateaux differentiable in the direction y iff S' is weakly uniformly

rotund at Q(S) in the direction Qy. (ii) Let g be any element other than the

neutral element in X*. Then || • || * is Gateaux differentiable in the direction g

iff S is weakly uniformly rotund in the direction g.

In the next corollary note how the weak compactness of the unit ball is needed

to insure complete duality between Gateaux differentiability and weak uniform

rotundity in each direction.

3.12. Corollary, (i) ||-|| is Gateaux differentiable iff S' is weakly uniformly

rotund at Q(S) in the directions Q(S). (ii) || • || * is Gateaux differentiable iff S is

weakly uniformly rotund in each direction.
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Uniform Gateaux differentiability will be considered in the remaining cor-

ollaries to Theorem 3.7.

3.13. Corollary, (i) Let y be any element other than the neutral element

in X. Then || • || is uniformly Gateaux differentiable in the direction y iff S' is

uniformly rotund in the direction Qy. (ii) Let g be any element other than the

neutral element in X*. Then || • | * is uniformly Gateaux differentiable in the

direction g iff S is uniformly rotund in the direction g.

In the next corollary note how weak compactness of U insures complete duality

between uniform Gateaux differentiability and uniform rotundity in each di-

rection.

3.14. Corollary, (i) ||-|| is uniformly Gateaux differentiable iffS' is uniformly

rotund in the directions ß(S). (ii) || • || * is uniformly Gateaux differentiable

iff S is uniformly rotund in each direction.

3.15. Theorem. Let M and N be nonvacuous subsets of X*. Then || • || * is

differentiable [uniformly] in M uniformly with respect to N iff S is weakly

uniformly rotund [uniformly] at M uniformly in the directions N.

Proof. To prove the forward implication observe that the differentiability

condition gives an ij(e,/) [>j(e)] which when used with Proposition 3.5 gives a

(5(e,/) [¿(e)] such that with x and y on S,

3geN e\gix-y)\ =e

implies that

«/«-|/(^)|=<5(^)>  [¿00]

[for all / in M].

To prove the reverse implication first observe that the rotundity condition gives

the existence for each pair e > 0, and / in M, of a <5(e,/) [<5(£)] SUCÛ that with x

and y in S, [3/ in M such that]

If \\-1/(^)1 <¿W)> W«)]

implies | g(x - y) | < e for all g in N. This implies that N is a bounded set. Ignoring

the case when JV = {0}, set B = sup {|| g || : g e AJ} so that 0 < B < oo. Substituting

B for || g || in the definition of ?/(£,/,g) in (ii) of Proposition 3.5 gives an fjiej)

[j/(e)] such that 0<a^i/(e,/) [0<a^?/(e)] implies |j/ + ag || + ||/ - ag|j

_ 21|/1| + ae for all g in N [and, simultaneously, for all/ in M],

3.16. Corollary. Let M and N be nonvacuous subsets of X. Then || • || is

differentiable [uniformly] in M uniformly with respect to N iff S' is weakly

uniformly rotund [uniformly] at ß(M) uniformly in the directions QiN).
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3.17. Corollary, (i) Let x be a point on S. Then || • | is Frechet differentiable

at the point x iff S' isweakly uniformly rotund at Qx. (ii) Let fbe a point on S'.

Then || • || * is Frechet differentiable at f iff S is weakly uniformly rotund at f.

In the next corollary note how the weak compactness of If allows complete

duality between Frechet differentiability and weak uniform rotundity.

3.18. Corollary, (i) || • || is Frechet differentiable iff S' is weakly uniformly

rotund at Q(S). (ii) || • || * is Frechet differentiable iff S is weakly uniformly

rotund.

Uniform Frechet differentiability is considered in the next corollary. Note

that no completeness or compactness condition is needed for complete duality

between uniform Frechet differentiability and uniform rotundity.

3.19. Corollary, (i) || ■ || is uniformly Frechet differentiable iffS' is uniformly

rotund, (ii) || • || * is uniformly Frechet differentiable iff S is uniformly rotund.

In order to bring out the connection between the theorems and corollaries of

this section and the work of Smulian [2; 3] on the dual theory of differentiability

of the norm, several easily proved equivalences will be stated. The equivalences

are between an implication and its contrapositive. The unbracketed sequential

property stated in the next theorem is called (D) (or (D*) in the dual space) in

the book of Day [3, p. 112] and in Cudia [1], and it is the property (E.2) in the

paper of Fan and Glicksberg [2].

3.20. Theorem, (i) If f0 is in S' then S is weakly uniformly rotund at f0

[in each direction] iff || x„ || = 1 and lim„f0(xn) = 1 implies that {x„} is a Cauchy

sequence in the norm [weak] topology, (ii) Ifx0 is in S then S' is weakly uniformly

rotund at Qx0 [in the directions Q(X)] iff ||/„ || = 1 and lim„/n(x0) = 1 implies

that {/„} is a Cauchy sequence in the norm [weak*] topology.

In [3] ([2]) Smulian showed by a sequential argument that the sequential

conditions of Theorem 3.20 were equivalent to the Frechet [Gateaux] differentia-

bility of ||-||* and  ||-||.

The unbracketed property stated in the next theorem was first recognized by

Smulian [3] as a reformulation of uniform convexity. Ruston [1] later proved

the same equivalence. The property is called (UD) in Day [3, p. 113].

3.21. Theorem, (i) S is uniformly rotund [in each direction] iff with x and y

in S

f(x) > 1 - «5(e), [ô(E,g)l

f(y)>l-ô(E), [ô(E,g)l

for some f in S' implies \\ x - y || < s [ \ g(x) - g(y) | < e], (ii) S' is uniformly

rotund [in the directions Q(X)] iff with f and g in S'
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/(x) > 1 - <5(£), [Sis,y)],

g(x) > 1 - «5(e), [¿(Ay)],

for some x in S implies that \f-g || < £ [|/(y) — g(y)| < ¿].

Again by a sequential argument Smulian in [3] showed that the conditions

in Theorem 3.21 were equivalent to the uniform Frechet [Gateaux] differentia-

bility of || • |* and || • ||.

4. Topological study of smoothness. The setting for this section is a linear

space X with norm || • ||. The classical notion of the spherical image of a surface

in three dimensions will be generalized to convex hypersurfaces in X, i.e., open

connected subsets of boundaries of convex sets with an interior point. If X is

an n-dimensional Euclidean space and C is a convex hypersurface in X let vx

be the point on the unit sphere which is the endpoint of the unit vector at the

origin whose translation is an outward unit normal to C at x. Since each point x

on such a convex hypersurface has a hyperplane of support at x, the unit outward

normal to this hyperplane at x is well defined and the endpoint of this normal on

the unit sphere when translated to the origin is the image of x on the unit sphere

or the spherical image of x. Note that v^ may be many-valued depending on the

existence of corners on the convex hypersurface at x. For X a finite dimensional

Euclidean space it has long been known (cf. Busemann [1, p. 6]) that if the convex

hypersurface is differentiable then the spherical image map is continuous. Thus

with the generalizations of differentiability isolated in §3 the topological properties

of the spherical image map may be re-examined in the light of these differing

assumptions on the differentiability of the Minkowski functional of the convex

set whose boundary contains the convex hypersurface. However in a general

normed space where no obvious notion of orthogonality is at hand the spherical

image of x must consist of elements on S'. Thus the definition of the generalized

notion of spherical image comes to be as follows.

4.1. Definition. Let C be an open connected subset of the boundary of a convex

set K with an interior point. For any x in C let v¿ be the set of elements/ in S'

with the property that there is a positive number r such that/" *(r) is a

hyperplane of support of K at x. The set vx is defined to be the spherical image

of x. The spherical image of a subset of C will be defined to be the set theoretic

union of the spherical images of the points in the subset.

4.2. Definition. A point to set map </> from the topological space X to sets in

the topological space Y is said to be upper semicontinuous iff for any net {xd}

approaching x and yd in <¡>ixd), if the net {yd} approaches y, then y e </>(x). <j> is

said to be lower semicontinuous iff for any y in </>(x) and F(y) a neighborhood

of y in Y, there is a neighborhood lY(x) of x in X such that </>(x')n F(y) ^ 0

for all x' in IY(x). If X and Yare subsets of linear topological spaces with the
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relativized topology and W depends only on V, then <p is said to be uniformly

lower semicontinuous.

Note that if <j> is single-valued then upper semicontinuity of <j> means that the

graph of cj> is closed and lower semicontinuity means simply that cj) is continuous.

In the remainder of this section the spherical image of the boundary of symmet-

ric convex bodies will be considered. Since the Minkowski functional of such a

convex set is an isomorphic norm to the fixed norm || • | of the space, the functional

will be denoted by || • || t and the surface S! will then be given by Sx = {x : ||x || j = 1}.

The polar set to l/t = {x : || x \\i ^ 1} will be denoted by U[ and its Minkowski

functional by || • ¡^ The boundary of U¿ will be denoted and defined by Si =

{/ : ||/||i = UfeX*}. The theorems in this section will show that the smoothness

of S and Si is reflected very clearly in the continuity properties of the spherical

image mapping v defined on S or SL. The section closes with the solution of a

problem proposed by Klee [2, p. 35].

4.3. Theorem. Let v be the spherical image map defined on S. Then v is

always upper semicontinuous from the norm topology relativized to S into S'

with its relativized weak* topology.

Proof. Suppose that {xd} is a net of points on S approaching x and fd e vXa

with {/d} a net of points of norm one approaching/in the weak* topology rela-

tivized to S'. Since the conjugate norm is a weak* lower semicontinuous

functional,

1-Mm inf |/, « £ U/H •

Also

| ¡fa || -fÁx) | - \fä(*ä) -fä(x) I Ú I x, - X || .

Hence

fix) - lim Ux) - limll/^U/ll.

Thus ||/|| = 1 and/(x) = |/| so that/e vx, showing that v defined on S is upper

semicontinuous.

4.4. Theorem. Let M and N be subsets of S. Then || • || is differ entiable at M

with respect to N iff v is lower semicontinuous on M from the norm topology

relativized to S into S' with the relativized o(X*, N) topology.

Proof. The forward implication will require an inequality which will be used

in the proofs of other theorems in this section. If x and z are on Swith/evx

and g e yz, then
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e*(^)| = HI- \x\\+g(x)

=     x    -

2

1*1 + 1* +
g(x - z)

sM_ÜL+l£l +

2

g (z - x)

2

Ix —z

LfJL   g(z-*)

+
x-z

=        22

Hence if x and z are points on S and/e vx and g e v2, then

(*) «xHöx(^r)l^«x-z«

To continue with the proof of the forward implication, let x e M, h e vx, and

V(h) be any neighborhood of n in the relativized o(X*,N) topology. Then there

is a finite set ylt---,yn of elements in TV and e > 0 such that

\f(yi)-Ky,)\<e   i = l,-,n

mplies that/e V(h). By Corollary 3.8 for each i, there is a ¿¡(e.x.y,) > 0 such

that for/and gin S',

x   - ►ra<U«,x,y¿

implies |/(y¡) - g(y¡) | < e. Now let

c5(x;y1,--,yB,e) = min ¿¿e.x.yt).

Then for z on S with II x — z || < ô(x;y1,---,y„,E), by (*) for every /in vr

h-H^) <ö(x;y1,-,y„,s)

so l/ÍJi) — Ky¡)\ <e for i = l,--,n so that /e F(n) and therefore v is lower

semicontinuous at x in the relevant topologies.

To prove the reverse implication let x be any element in M and let/ and g be

elements in v,. It will be shown that/(y) = g(y) for every y in JV and this will

suffice to complete the proof of the theorem.

Let y ± x be any element in JV and denote by Y the two dimensional subspace

through x and y. Then F with the relativized norm topology is a separable Banach
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space and U n Y is a convex set with an interior point in this relativized norm

topology. Hence by a theorem of Mazur [1] the points on S n Y with a unique

tangent are dense in the norm topology of X relativized to S nY. Thus for a

dense set of points on S n Y, the restrictions to Y of elements in S' which are

supporting linear functionals at a fixed point in this dense set are identical.

Now let V(f;y,E/2) and V(g;y,s/2) be o(X*,N) neighborhoods of/ and g

respectively for a given positive e. Then because v by assumption is lower semi-

continuous at x, there are positive numbers <5X and ô2 such that || x — u || <ôt

implies v„ n V(f; y,e/2) ^ 0 and || x - v \\ < <52 implies v„ n V(g;y,s/2) =£ 0.

Let ö = min {¿j,^} and select an element d of S n Y of the dense set referred

to above such that || x - d \\ < 5. Then vd n V(f; y, e/2) + 0 and vd n V(g ; y, e/2)

^ 0. Thus there are elements hl and h2 in vd such that | ht(y) —f(y) \ < e/2 and

| h2(y) — g(y) | < e/2. But because of the uniqueness of the tangent at the point d

relative to the space Y, hl(y) = h2(y) so that |/(y) — g(y) | < e. Since e was

arbitrary and y was an arbitrary element in N,f(y) = g(y) for all y in JV. Hence

since x was an arbitrary element of M, || • || is differentiable in M with respect to JV.

4.5. Corollary.   The following are equivalent:

(i)   || • || is Gateaux differentiable at a point x of S;

(ii) v is single-valued at x;

(hi) v defined on S is lower semicontinuous at x from the norm topology on

S into the weak* topology on S'.

The equivalence between (i) and (ii) of the preceding corollary is due to Mazur

[1] while an assertion equivalent to (i) implies (in) was stated but proved in a

different way in Smulian [2, p. 86].

4.6. Theorem. Let M and N be subsets of S. Then || • || is differentiable

uniformly in M with respect to JV iff v defined on S is uniformly lower semi-

continuous in M from the norm topology on S into the o(X*,N) topology

on S'.

Proof. The first half of the proof of Theorem 4.4 together with the observa-

tion that the differentiability condition implies that the oXx;yit--,y„,e) of that

proof is independent of x for x in M, gives a proof of the forward implication of

the present theorem.

To prove the reverse implication first observe that because of the equivalence

stated in Theorem 4.4 the limit

a-0 «

exists for every x in M and y in JV. Next observe that for any x and y in X and

any real t, the real-valued function of the real variable a for 0 g a g 1,
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Fia) = || x + íay ||

is absolutely continuous on [0,1]. Hence by standard theorems of real analysis

F(a) has a finite derivative almost everywhere on [0,1], F'(a) is Lebesgue integrable

on [0,1], and

Il x + ty || - || x II =   |  ~ || x + tay || da-#'

for any x and y in X and any real t. Therefore

d„ ..       ,.     || x + íay + tßy || -1| x + tay ||
-t-|| x + íay || = hm ^---^—U-^ = G(x + íay.íy)
ua ß-,Q ß

exists for a in the complement of some set (depending on x, y, and i) of Lebesgue

measure zero. Thus for each xeM, yeN, and real t,

(1) ^X + ty}-WL _ G(x,y)|=  f * |G(x + iay.y) - G(x,y)|da.

Now, if x and y are on S and 0 = a _ 1, then

II         x + tay ii    . ,,       . . m    m x + íay
x —¡j-^   =    x-(x4-fay)   + x+iay —

\x -l-iay||ll       " ||x +iay |

¿ |(a|   ,  l|(|^+^||-l)x|  + ¡(|x + íay||-l)íay|

x + fay || || x + íay ||

^ N ,111* +HI-11*111 + MII1*+H1-N
| x + íay || » x + íay ||

| ía| + | ia|2
(2) =  |ia| + '

x + íay

2i       I ¿fa I + I ía I
1 '    U-MI

Û    í   +
il +UI2

IH'II '
Since for any positive ß,G{x,y) = Gißx,y) for all y,

(3) | G(x + tay,y) - G(x,y) | = \g ^±^,y} - Gix,y)

Now let e > 0 and y0 in N be given. Then since v is uniformly lower semicon-

tinuous in M from the norm topology on S into S' with its relativized aiX*,N)
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topology, there is a <5(e,y0) > 0 such that with x and z in M and / in vx,

|| x — z || < ö(s,y0) implies there exists a g in vz such that |/(y0) - g(yo) \ < e.

According to inequality (2) there is an t/(e,y0) > 0 such that 111 O/(e,y0)

implies that

«X+t«y°   -x\\<5(E,y0)
l|||x + iay0||

for any x in M and all 0 ^ a ^ 1. Now let i0 be a fixed real number such that

0 < 110 | < n(s, y0) and let x0 be an arbitrary but then fixed element of M. Then

except for a set of a of Lebesgue measure zero which depends on x0, y0, and t0,

G((x0 + t0ay0)/1 x0 + t0ay0 ||,y0) exists. But it is clear that whenever

G((x0 + i0ay0)/1| x0 + i0ay0 || , Jo) exists, any g„ e v(xo + ((Wo) , „ „ + toxyo „ has

the property that

„t„\     r (  xo + foa^o    „ \

\||x0 + i0ay0 ||      /

Hence if fe vXo then

G(x0 + t0ay0,y0) - G(x0,y0) = G (,.   °       °    ° ry0)   ~ G(x0,y0)
\\\x0 + t0ay0\\     J

= gJ,y0) - f(y0)

for almost all a. Hence using the hypothesis of uniform lower semicontinuity

we see that the integrand in (1) is less than e for almost all a. Hence by (1),

*o + 'o^o

Thus for all t such that 111 < n(e, y0)

" *o + fVo I   - I x0

t

G(x0,y0)

- G(x0,y0)

< E.

<E.

Since x0 was an arbitrary element in M and J/(e,y0) is independent of x0, the

reverse implication of the theorem is proved.

4.7. Corollary. 2/ M is a subset of S, then || • || is differentiable uniformly

in M with respect to X iff v defined on S is uniformly lower semicontinuous in

M from the norm topology on S into the weak* topology on S'.

The following corollary uniformizes Corollary 4.5 in a certain way. Another

uniformization is given in Corollary 4.12.

4.8. Corollary. Let C be a convex hypersurface contained in S. Then the

following are equivalent:
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(i) || • I is [uniformly] Gateaux differentiable in C;

(ii) v defined on C is single-valued and [uniformly] continuous from the norm

topology on C into the weak* topology on S';

(iii) v defined on C is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in C from the norm

topology on C into the weak* topology on S'.

4.9. Theorem. Let M and N be subsets of S. Then || • || is differentiable

[uniformly] in M uniformly with respect toNiffv defined on S is [uniformly]

lower semicontinuous in M from the norm topology relativized to S into S'

with the relativized topology generated by the seminorm psif) = sup^ |/(y)|-

Proof. To prove the forward implication let x e M, he vx, and F(n) be a

neighborhood of h in the pN topology. Then there is an e > 0 such that pNif— h) < e

implies/e V'h). According to Corollary 3.16 there is a <5(x,e/2) > 0 [<5(e/2)>0]

such that with/ and g in S'

Qx(^~} | <oix,e/2),   [Sie/2)]

implies | Qyif- g)\ < e/2 for all y in N. Hence by (*) of the proof of Theorem

4.4, if || x - u || < <5(x,e/2),   [¿(e/2)], then with/e v„,

x    - Qx (^Y^-) | < oix,E/2),   [Sie/2)]

so that pNif- h) < e and / e Vih). Thus v„ n F(/i) # 0 and v is [uniformly]

lower semicontinuous in the relevant topologies.

The proof of the reverse implication proceeds exactly as the proof of the reverse

implication of Theorem 4.6 up to (3) of that proof. Beginning there, let x0 e M

and choose fevxo and s > 0. Since v is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in M

from the norm topology on S into S' with its relativized pN topology, there is a

(5(x0,6)>0 [¿(e) > 0] such that with zeM and || x0 - z || < <5(x0,e), [5(e)],

there exists a g e vr such that pNif— g) < e. According to inequality (2) of the

proof of Theorem 4.6 there is an n(x0,e) > 0 [nie) > 0] such that | f | < n(x0,e)

[| f | < n(e)] implies that

x0 + fay

| x0 + íay
x0    <<5(x0,e),   [5(e)]

for all y e N and all 0 = a = 1 [for all x0 e M, all yeN, and all 0 = a = 1]. Now

let <o be a fixed real number such that | i0 | < n(x0,e) [| f0 | < n(e)] and let y0 be an

arbitrary but then fixed element of N. Then except for a set of Lebesgue measure

zero which depends on x0, y0, and t0,GHx0 + t0ay0)l\\x0 + t0ay0\\,y0)

exists. The same conclusions can be drawn from this as were drawn in the proof of

Theorem 4.6 and so for all t such that | í | < rç(x0,e) [| f | < nie)]
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|IK + M-IKII_c(;Wo)|<8,

Since n(x0, e), [^(e)], is independent of y0 e N [of y0eN and x0 e M], the reverse

implication of the present theorem is proved.

The following corollary uniformizes Corollary 4.7.

4.10. Corollary. // M is a subset of S then || • || is differentiate [uniformly]

in M uniformly with respect to S iff v defined on S is [uniformly] lower semi-

continuous in M from the norm topology on S into the norm topology on S'.

4.11. Corollary. || • || is Frechet differ entiable at a point x on S iff v

defined on S is lower semicontinuous at xfrom the norm topology on S into the

norm topology on S'.

An assertion equivalent to the forward implication of the preceding corollary

was stated but proved in a different way in Smulian [4, p. 549]. The following

corollary should be compared with Corollaries 4.5 and 4.8.

4.12. Corollary. Let C be a convex hypersurface contained in S. Then

the following are equivalent:

(i) || ■ || is [uniformly] Frechet differ entiable in C;

(ii) v defined on C is single-valued and [uniformly] continuous from the

norm topology on C into the norm topology on S';

(iii) v defined on C is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in C from the norm

topology on C into the norm topology on S'.

The next few theorems will generalize some of the previous theorems to subsets

of the boundaries of arbitrary symmetric convex bodies.

Let || • || i denote the Minkowski functional of a symmetric convex body and

let p be the map from St into S[ that assigns to each point x in St the set of

elements/eSj such that/- 1(r) for r>0 is a supporting hyperplane of Sj

with point of contact x. It is clear that if x e St then

and

Thus V;,. is a singleton set iff px is a singleton set.

4.13. Proposition. Let M be a subset of Sj and let v be defined on St.

Then v is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in the set M from the norm topology

on Si into the norm topology on S' iff p is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in

the sel M from the norm topology on St into the norm topology on S[.
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Proof. To prove the forward implication, let xeM and gepx. Then

(g + Elf')nS{ is a neighborhood of g in the relativized norm topology on S[.

If   it   is   supposed   that   <x|| x || ^ | x \\t <; ß\\ x ||   for   all   x   in   X then

«l/ll^ll/II^H/ll,. Let/eS' and geS\. Then

f      A<2ß2\f     g II

Now g/||g||evx and (g/||g|| + (ae/4/?2)t/') nS' is a neighborhood of an

element in vx in the norm topology on S'. Since v is [uniformly] lower semicon-

tinuous at x [in the set M] there is a ô(x,e), [0(e)], such that x' in St and

||x — x' || < (5(x, e), [¿(e)] implies that

v*'n\ri+-zku'nS'* fi-
ll g II   4ß2

Thus if/ is in this intersection then //¡/Hie px, and

Il/IK     *! = «I'   IMP
Henceif x'isonSi and || x - x' || < <5(x,e), [5(e)], then/ix. ng + eU' nS[ # 0.

Thus p is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in the set M in the relevant topologies.

To prove the reverse implication, let x e M and/e vx. Then (/ + et/') n S' is a

neighborhood of an element in vx. But also (//||/||i + (oc2e/4/?)L/') nSi is

a neighborhood of an element in px in the norm topology on S[. Since

p is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous at x [in the set M] there is a <5(x,e), [<5(6)]>

such that with x' in Sx and ||x — x' | < ¿>(x,e), [¿(e)],

Thus if g is an element in this intersection then g/ || g || e vx, and

!'-íÍtIs*MH<'
Hence vx, n/+ eC/' OS' 5¿ 0 and v is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous at x

[in the set M] in the relativized norm topologies.

The following theorem generalizes Corollary 4.10 to subsets of the boundary of

an arbitrary convex body

4.14. Theorem. If M is a subset ofSt then || • ^ is differentiable [uniformly]

in M uniformly with respect to SL iffv defined on St is [uniformly] lower semi-

continuous in M from the norm topology on S1 into the norm topology on S'.
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Proof.   The proof is made by first using Corollary 4.10 and then Proposition

4.13.

The following corollary generalizes Corollary 4.11.

4.15. Corollary. || ■ ||, is Frechet differentiable at a point x on St iff v

defined on St is lower semiconlinuous at x from the norm topology on St into

the norm topology on S'.

The following theorem generalizes Corollary 4.12.

4.16. Theorem. Let C be a convex hypersurface contained in St. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i)    I • ¡t is [uniformly] Frechet differ entiable in C;

(ii) v defined on C is single-valued and [uniformly] continuous from the norm

topology on C into the norm topology on S';

(iii) v defined on C is [uniformly] lower semicontinuous in C from the norm

topology on C into the norm topology on S'.

Proof. Corollary 4.5, the remark made just before Proposition 4.13, Theorem

4.14 and the fact that lower semicontinuity and continuity coincide for single-

valued functions shows that (i) implies (ii) and also shows that (ii) implies (iii).

That (iii) implies (i) follows from Theorem 4.14.

4.17. Definition. Let v be the spherical image map defined on S. Define the

extended spherical image map Tfrom X into X* by setting

Ty_ I !*K/iixii. x*o,
\e, x = e

for each x in X.

It is well known that if X is a real Hubert space then T is a linear isometry

between X and X*. Klee [2, p. 35] has proposed the following problem: Charac-

terize intrinsically those spaces X for which Tis a homeomorphism of X onto X*

in the norm topologies.

4.18. Theorem. X and X* with their norm topologies are homeomorphic

under the extended spherical image map T iff X is a Banach space, || • || is

Frechet differentiable, and U is weakly uniformly convex.

Proof. To prove the forward implication recall that Klee [1] has proved that a

Banach space cannot be homeomorphic with a noncomplete normed linear space.

Thus X must be a Banach space. The fact that T is onto means, according to

James' criterion, that X is reflexive The continuity of Tand T_1 then implies by

Corollary 4.12 that || • | and || • || * are Frechet differentiable. By (ii) of Corollary

3.18, S is weakly uniformly rotund or U is weakly uniformly convex.

To prove the reverse implication note that by Theorem 5.4 X is reflexive so that

Tis onto. Tis single-valued and continuous in the relevant topologies according
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to Corollary 4.12. By (ii) of Corollary 3.18 || • || * is Frechet differentiable and so

the same can be said of T~ \ Thus T is a homeomorphism between X and X*

with their norm topologies.

5. Complements and further problems. This section is concerned with ancillary

results and comparisons which would have confused the exposition had they

been inserted in the main discussion. Connections with the work of previous

authors are mentioned and analyzed. A discussion of further questions and

problems in the development of the geometry of infinite dimensional spaces

closes the paper.

After Smulian [3] showed that uniform convexity was dual to the uniform

Frechet differentiability of the norm functional, other investigators sought the

appropriate weakening of uniform convexity which would be dual to Frechet

differentiability of the norm functional. Lovaglia [1] advanced a localization

of uniform convexity called local uniform convexity which proved to be too strong

to yield the required duality in the sense that with U weakly compact, the local

uniform convexity of U [V] implies that || • || * [ || • || ] is Frechet differentiable,

but the converse implication even when U is weakly compact requires an additional

hypothesis.

In another attempt to "localize" uniform convexity, Anderson [1] considered

the property called midpoint local uniform convexity which had been previously

investigated by G. Lumer and by M. M. Day although these last had not been

concerned with the duality problem. However midpoint local uniform convexity

proved to be too much of a weakening of uniform convexity in the sense that

while Frechet differentiability of || • | || • | *] together with the weak compact-

ness of U implies the midpoint local uniform convexity of U' [U], Anderson

was unable to reverse the implication.

Corollary 3.18 shows that the correct localization of uniform convexity which

corresponds to the weakening of the differentiability of the norm functional from

uniform Frechet differentiability to Frechet differentiability is the property called

weak uniform convexity of the unit ball or weak uniform rotundity of the unit

sphere. In this property the localization is in terms of supporting hyperplanes and

the depth of the midpoint of the segment is measured "in the direction" of the

supporting hyperplane. It is now clear that when U is weakly compact there is

complete duality between weak uniform rotundity and Frechet differentiability

of the norm functional.

It is interesting to compare weak uniform convexity with the other localization

of uniform convexity considered above. Weak uniform convexity will first be

compared with local uniform convexity and then with midpoint local uniform

convexity.

Let P be the set of all functionals in X* which attain their supremum on U.

It is shown in Theorem 5.4 below that if X is a Banach space and U is weakly
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uniformly convex, then P = X*. On the other hand, since there is a Banach space

with a locally uniformly convex unit ball for which P ^ X*, cf. Lovaglia [1,

Theorem 3.1], it is futile to expect the local uniform convexity of U to imply its

weak uniform convexity. However there is one valid implication which is the

content of the next theorem. Recall that Bishop and Phelps [1] have shown that

if X is a Banach space then P is norm dense in X*.

5.1. Theorem. Let P be the set of all functionals in X* which attain their

supremum on U. If U is locally uniformly convex then U is weakly uniformly

convex at P.

Proof. Let/eP nS'. Then there is an x0 in S such that/(x0) = 1. Since U is

locally uniformly convex, to each e > 0 there corresponds ¿>(e, x0) > 0 such that

with x in S,

Xq + X
1 ||<<5(e,x0)

implies || x0 — x|| < e. Let <5(e,/) = <5(e/2, x0). Then with x and y in S,

1- / m < S(E,f)

implies || x - y || ^ || x0 - x || + I x0 - y || < e/2 + e/2 = e. Since / was an arbi-

trary element of P n S', this shows that U is weakly uniformly convex at P.

5.2. Corollary. Suppose that U is both weakly compact and locally uniformly

convex. Then U is weakly uniformly convex.

5.3. Theorem. 7/ U is weakly uniformly convex then U is midpoint locally

uniformly convex.

Proof.  Let x0 be in S and let/0 be any element in S'such that/0(x0) = 1.

Suppose e > 0 is given. Then using the weak uniform convexity of U, there is a

<5(e,/o)>° such that

1 \f(x+y\\
lfo[   2   )\ < <5(e>/o)

implies || x - y || < e where x and y are in U. Now if x and y are in U then

x + yi
Xq < <5(e,/o)

implies

1- /„(^)|S|4„-^)

*o- ^|<¿Wo)
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so that || x - y \\ < e. Setting <5(£,x0) = ô(eJ0) it is clear that U is midpoint locally

uniformly convex.

In a different vein recall that Smulian [1] has investigated a sequentialized

implication of uniform convexity which is called 2-rotundity here. Subsequently,

Fan and Glicksberg [1] considered a generalization of 2-rotundity which is called

full fc-convexity in that paper but which is called fc-rotundity here. In order to

understand the implications for weak compactness of the three localizations

and directionalizations of uniform convexity it will be helpful to consider the

localization and directionalization of k-rotundity. The arrows in the following

diagram are implications and are to be interpreted in the following sense : J -» J

means that if the unit sphere in a normed space has property J, then it has property

J. Note that the property kRD, i.e., k-rotundity in any direction is called weak

full k-convexity in Fan and Glicksberg [1].

UR  -►  2R  -►  kR  ->(k + l)R  -  WUR  - W2R    -►  WkR-► W(k + 1)R

Y V Y v* V v Y ▼

URD - 2RD -> kRD -► (k + 1)RD -» WURD - W2RD -► WkRD-> W(fc + 1)RD.

The reader will have no trouble proving these implications.

The following theorem sheds some light on the weak compactness of a unit

ball which satisfies one of the localizations or directionalizations of uniform

convexity or fc-rotundity.

5.4. Theorem. In the normed linear space X:

(i) if S is weakly k-rotund, then U is weakly compact iffX is norm complete;

(ii) if S is weakly k-rotund in each direction, then U is weakly compact iffX

is weakly sequentially complete.

Proof. The proofs of both assertions will be carried along simultaneously with

brackets to indicate that (ii) is being discussed.The forward implications are well

known so that only the reverse implications will be proved here and this will be

done using James' criterion for the weak compactness of the unit ball of a Banach

space. Let/ be an element in S' and suppose {x„} is a sequence on S such that

lim„ f(x„) = 1. Then

■£■/(*», + - + *Jlim
■ •••.nic-

= 1

so that since S is weakly k-rotund [weakly k-rotund in each direction] at/, the

sequence {x„} is a Cauchy sequence in norm [weak Cauchy sequence]. Since by

hypothesis the space is norm complete [weakly sequentially complete], there is

an x0 in X such that limnx„ = x0 in the norm [weak] topology. Thus

/(x0) = linijJXx,,) = 1 so that x0 is a point of contact of the closed supporting

hyperplane/- 1(l) with S. Since/ was an arbitrary element on S' it follows that
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every continuous linear functional attains its supremum on U. In both cases

James' criterion can be applied to give the weak compactness of U.

From Theorem 5.4 it follows that the separable space ly does not have a sym-

metric convex body which is weakly fe-rotund in each direction. Thus a separable

normed linear space need not have symmetric convex bodies which satisfy any of

the localizations or directionalizations of uniform rotundity or fe-rotundity.

Before leaving weak uniform convexity the connection between this property

and weak uniform convexity in each direction will be illuminated.

5.5. Theorem. Let X be a Banach space. Then S is weakly uniformly rotund

iff S is weakly uniformly rotund in each direction, S has property (A), and U

is weakly compact.

Proof. To prove the forward implication let {x„} be a sequence on S con-

verging weakly to {x0} on S. Let/0 be in S such that/0(x0) = 1. Then lim„/(xn) = 1.

Define a new sequence {y„} on S by setting

( X(n+i)/2> nodd,

y« =
\ x0, n even.

Then limJ(yB) = 1 so that by (i) of Theorem 3.20, {y„} is a Cauchy sequence.

Hence {x„} converges in norm to x0 and S has property (A).

To prove the reverse implication let {x„} be a sequence in S for which there is

an/0 in S' such that lim„/0(xn) = 1. By (i) of Theorem 3.20, because S is weakly

uniformly rotund in each direction, the sequence {x„} is a weak Cauchy sequence.

Since X is reflexive it is weakly sequentially complete and so there is an x0 which

is the weak limit of {x„}. Now ||x0|| glimAnf |x„|| = 1, butalso /0(x0)

= lim„/o0U = 1 so that ||x0|| = 1. Since S has property (A), {x„} converges in

norm to x0 and hence {x„} is a Cauchy sequence in norm. By (i) of Theorem 3.20,

S is weakly uniformly rotund at fQ. Since f0 was an arbitrary element in S' it

follows that S is weakly uniformly rotund.

The various connections between rotundity and weak uniform rotundity in a

direction will now be examined.

5.6. Proposition. Let K be a closed linear subspace of X of finite deficiency.

Then the unit sphere S of X/K is rotund iff the unit sphere S of X is weakly

uniformly rotund at Xx in the directions K\

Proof. To prove the forward implication let ¿(e,K) be the modulus of rotundity

given by the hypothesis and let/ and g be in Kx ~ {0}. Then if x and y are in S,

then x and y are in Ü so

\\x+y\\    \\x + y\\^    f   (x + y\     ,    ,,   r\

implies
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8
Áx-y) ^   x —y   < e.

Set 5(e,f, g) = ¡/1| <5( | g | ""1 e, K). Then with x and y in S, \ g(x - y) | ^ e implies

||/||-l/2|/(x + y)|^<5(e,/,g).
Conversely, suppose .? is not rotund. Then there are points x and y on S such

that I x + y || =2 and x ^ y. Then there are/ and g in Kx n S' such that with u

in x and v in y,/(w + t>) = 2 and g(u — v) > 2e > 0. Let 0 < <5 < 1 and choose u in

x and D in y such that 1 + Ô > || v || ^ || u || ^ 1. Then

1-
1 (u

+ <i
i

but

r(FT~Fí)l-||t,|rV(M"t,)>"ul

-1<<5

_12e>e.

Since u/1| u || and i>/1| v || are in S, and ô can be made arbitrarily small, it follows

that S is not weakly uniformly rotund at / in the direction g. Since / and g are

in Kx, S is not weakly uniformly rotund at Kx in the directions K+ This

completes the proof of the proposition.

Note that if there is a common modulus of rotundity for all the two dimensional

quotient spaces of X then the first part of the proof of Proposition 5.6 can be used

to conclude that X is uniformly convex. This was first shown in a different way in

Day [1, p. 382].
The next theorem gives the connection between weak uniform rotundity in a

direction and the rotundity of unit spheres of quotient spaces.

5.7. Theorem, (i) S is weakly uniformly rotund in each direction iff every

two dimensional quotient space of X with a weakly closed zero element has a

rotund unit sphere, (ii) S' is weakly uniformly rotund at Q(X) in the directions

Q(X) iff every two dimensional quotient space of X* with a weak* closed zero

element has a rotund unit sphere.

Proof. The proofs of both assertions will be carried out simultaneously with

brackets to indicate that assertion (ii) is being discussed. Let/ and g [Qx and Qy]

be linearly independent elements in X*[Q(X)]. Then with K =/_1(0) ng_1(0)

[L=(Ox)-1(0) n(ßy)-1(0)], it is clear Xx [Lx] is the linear hull of/ and g

[Qx and Qy]. Then X/K [X*/L] is a quotient space of the type described in

assertion (i) [(ii)]. Furthermore every such quotient space of Z[X*] can be so

obtained. Since / and g [Qx and Qy] were linearly independent but otherwise

arbitrary elements of X*[Q(X)], the theorem follows from Proposition 5.6.

The remainder of the theorems in this section will be concerned with the im-

plications between weak uniform rotundity in directions and the rotundity of the

surface of the unit sphere itself.
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5.8. Theorem. S' is weakly uniformly rotund at Q(X) in the directions Q(X)

iffS' is Q(X)-rotund.

Proof. To prove the forward implication suppose that S' is not Q(X)-rotund.

Then there are points/ and gin S' and Qx and Qy in S" such that Qx(f+ g) = 2

but | Qy(f— g) | > 0. Then S' is not weakly uniformly rotund at Qx in the direction

Qy.
To show the reverse implication suppose that S' is not weakly uniformly

rotund at Q(X) in the directions Q(X). Then there are elements Qx and Qy in

S", e > 0, and sequences {/„} and {g„} in S' such that | Qy(f„ - g„) | ^ e but

2 — Qx(f„+ g„) < 2n-1for all n. Let/0 and g0 be weak* cluster points of {/„}

and {g„} respectively. Since Qx is weak* continuous, l/2(/0 + g0) is a Q(X)-

support point on S' such that the ß(X)-hyperplane, (ßx)_1(l), supporting

S ' at l/2(/0+g0) intersects U 'at the distinct points/0 and g0 of S '. Thus l/2(/0+g0)

is not a Q(.Y)-rotund point and therefore S' is not g(A>rotund.

5.9. Theorem, (i) i/ S is weakly uniformly rotund in each direction then S

is rotund. The converse is not true even in a conjugate space, (ii) 1/ S' is rotund

then S' is weakly uniformly rotund at Q(X) in the directions Q(X). The converse

is not true.

The counter-examples for Theorem 5.9 are the same as those given after the

proof of Theorem 2.4. Note that the first counter-example discussed there is in

lt which is congruent to a conjugate space thus providing the counter-example

for (i). The counter-example for (ii) is provided by the second counter-example

discussed in §2 and by the equivalence between weak uniform rotundity at Q(X)

in each of the directions Q(X), and g(-X>rotundity established in Theorem 5.8.

Notice also that this counter-example shows that there is a conjugate space with

a symmetric convex body whose induced norm makes all two dimensional quotient

spaces with a weak* closed zero element strictly convex but does not make all

two dimensional quotient spaces with a weakly closed zero element strictly convex.

Among the questions raised by this paper at least two seem worthy of mention.

The first concerns geometric properties defined by seminorms in arbitrary locally

convex spaces. The absolute values of continuous linear functionals are the

seminorms for the weak topology on a normed linear space. These particular

seminorms were used to define geometric properties in the normed space. Now

one of the uses of geometric properties in the past has been in the classification

of normed linear spaces. How generally is this possible for locally convex spaces?

More specifically, can the localizations and directionalizations of uniform con-

vexity be used somehow to single out important classes of locally convex spaces or

is the theory simply inapplicable to arbitrary locally convex spaces? Note that in

the event of applicability not only would arbitrary locally convex spaces be

classified, but also along with them arbitrary normed spaces since some of the
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geometric properties considered in this paper prove to be equivalent formulations

of other geometric properties which have long been used to classify Banach

spaces.

The second problem concerns curvature and convexity. One of the fruitful

results of the classical differential geometry of manifolds modeled on finite

dimensional spaces is the theory of integral curvature as outlined for example

in Busemann [1, p. 26]. Can a corresponding theory of integral curvature for

infinite dimensional manifolds be developed in spite of the well-known difficulties

involved in defining rotationally invariant countably additive measures

in infinite dimensional Hubert space? One thing appears certain however and

that is the existence of a theory of curvature not involving integrals and measures

but only distances measured by seminorms. In particular, each of the localization

and directionalizations of uniform convexity, generates a new modulus of con-

vexity. It ought to be possible to find dual moduli of smoothness in analogy

to the modulus of uniform smoothness defined and shown by Day [1] to be dual

to the modulus of uniform convexity.
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